DPAS Implementation Process Webinar – Post Session Report
Important updates from the DPAS Training and Support team. In this online session, DPAS Analysts
will guide you through the Implementation and Data Conversion procedures and answer your
questions in real-time chat!

Presented by:
Matt Winkelbauer, Analyst

Q&A:
Lisa Peters, Analyst

Recording Location:
DPAS Support Site: http://dpassupport.golearnportal.org
Open Training / Webinar Archive and find the webinar under the Updates and Announcements
subject heading or search for the webinar title.
(note: this link will only play the newest webinar on this topic)

Screenshot:
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Session Statistics:
Session Date
Number of Registered Attendees
Number of Internal Attendees

07/20/2016
121
3

Poll Results:
Did you find the content in this webinar useful? – 47 Responses
Answer
Extremely Useful – I learned a useful technique or tip
Somewhat Useful – This content was not new for me but is useful
Not Useful – I did not learn anything new
Other – I am providing a detailed answer in the chat pod

Percent
55%
32%
11%
2%

How would you rate the presentation? i.e. Speaker, Format – 43 Responses
Answer
Excellent – I would highly recommend this presentation to others
Good - I enjoyed this format and the interaction
Okay - The presentation needed some improvement
Poor - The presentation underperformed for me
Other – I am providing a detailed answer in the chat pod

Percent
49%
40%
11%
00%
00%

What would you like to see covered in a DPAS webinar? – 01 Responses
Answer(s)
Additional inquiry lists for adhoc reports
Daily tasks, entering assets into DPAS, too much information at one time,
Dispatching hundreds of vehicles at the same time
Disposition
Example/Samples of actual submissions
how do i convert SWALIS database into DPAS
How to create UII's
How to manage component of end items, Currently the users cannot manage
components , Wht?
How to support a GFP parent-child relationship in DPAS
I am going to speak with my supervisor about a site visit to train us in person
Inventory Management
more M& U.
NA
None at this time
RECEIVING
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setting up project codes
Transfer of assets between UICs in DPAS
transfering items from one contract to another
Transferring property.
Warehouse Set Up
Work plans
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Participant Questions and Comments:
Question: Is there a step by step guide or job aid?
* Jake(privately): There are instruction spreadsheets that go with each conversion spreadsheet that
give a detailed description of how to fill in each column
Question: Can I remove columns on the data sheet or add columns if I have extra data to enter?
* Jake: No - the templates should not be changed. Changing the templates by adding or removing
columns will result in an error during our validation process.
Question: Could you add a hyperlink in the column label that takes me to the field properties?
* Leidos DPAS 2(privately): At one point we had links and macros integrated within the spreadsheet,
but the workbook file sizes became too large to send back and forth over email.
Question: I am currently a DPAS user for Property Accountability. Is this for new DPAS users only?
* Jake(privately): Yes this is for DPAS PA and M&U users looking to get some information about the
conversion process
Question: What is Column E on the definitions workbook mean? (M/O/C)?
* Leidos DPAS 2(privately): Mandatory/ Optional / Conditional
Question: Once I complete the spreadsheets, what is the turnaround time to convert my data?
* Jake(privately): Right now we are on a 5 - 7 day turnaround. That changes depending on our
workload.
Question: Jake, I am the current Configuration Manage of C4I Department at NAVSPECWARCOM. I
would like to discuss a unique situation we may have for data conversion. Could we discuss offline
in a seperate telecon after this is over?
* Jake(privately): Sure - I would email myself or Matt and we can set up a time to discuss.
Question: Can you send email addresses to me at ________________?
* Jake(privately): Done
Question: I heard you talk about sending out these Excel workbooks out to us. I would like to get a
copy as well. Thank you very much.
* Leidos DPAS 2(privately): send us a good email address and we'll be in touch
* Leidos DPAS 2(privately): You can also contact us at DPASSupport@leidos.com to request the
conversion and implementation spreadsheets. They will make sure you get through to the correct
POC.
Question: Is there an effort to add Single Sign-on capability to the Elearning portal instead of using a
password?
* JUSTIN STEVENS(privately): I am the LMS administrator, we are looking into this possibility, it entails
connecting to the .mil disa server. Honestly, the capability will be a ways out, but it is being discussed
and researched.
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